
 

 

 Introduction : 

Throne Legacy is a graphical adventure game inspired by a famous french game, 

L’Aigle D’or  

Edited by   created by Louis-Marie Rocques. 

 

The objective is to find three objects in order to recover the family throne. You 

have to explore your old castle cursed by black magic. 

 

 Story : 
You are the inheritor of the royal and prestigious Naud'Ar family. 

In the pure family tradition, you have been sent to the capital to complete your 

education and so be able to carry on the family tradition. This also allows you to 

make friendships with other young people from great families. 

A letter arrived, telling you of a great tragedy, your whole family was decimated 

months ago by a curse and now the castle is home to evil creatures. 

You, the only heir must search the family mansion to find the golden scepter and 

the crown and ring which are the marks of the family inheritance and which will 

allow you to lift the curse and recover your throne. 

Good luck on your journey. 

 



 Move : 
  Take object 

 

 

 

 

 Inventory : 

 

     Life and Gold             Hands                Inventory 

 

To Select the hands press  and use right or left direction  then : 

 To use object in hand press  

 To flip or use object in inventory press  again to go to inventory then 

use directions keys to select slot and press  

 

Example to light torch : 

 select hands  then select  torch in inventory and press fire 

 

 select  twice to go to inventory, select bricket then press fire  
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 Objects : 
Here common objects you can buy or found in the castle : 

 Torch *  Life potion ** 

 Crowbar *  Gold coins 

 Rope *  Scroll ** 

 Lighter **  Keys * 
 

* Object must be in hand to be used 

** Object can be used in inventory directly 

 

 Default Keys 

 Up  
Jump / Use 

object 

 Down  Select inventory 

 Left   

 Right   

 

 Tips : 
o You can light torch in room by jumping under it having lighted torch in 

hand. 

o Nothing is infinite, torch burns out, crowbar breaks, … 

o Life decreases slowly in the cursed castle, your time is counted to 

recover throne. 

 


